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[1]Hi everyone!

From now and through Christmas, right up to January 5

th

(Epiphany – 12

th

 Night), you will find yourselves working through

a maze of advertising pressure from many retailers as they run

their Christmas and post-Christmas sales.

Here, you may be pressured to make buying mistakes like buying

one of those very cheap printers that costs more than you bought

it for to keep full of ink and is likely to start jamming the paper

very soon.

Buyers’ Guides – laptops, printers

I have been reviewing many dedicated and multifunction printers

on this site and have focused on equipment that is worth using in

the long term. This is compared to those specials that discount

stores and supermarkets sell at rock-bottom prices but are more

costly to keep with ink or are more likely to break down within or

shortly after the warranty.

From these reviews, I have noticed that the mid-range

network-enabled consumer multifunction printers are a sure bet

even if you don’t have a network setup because most of these

printers are typically durable products that are cheaper to run

even on original consumables. As well, the network-enabled

small-business printers are also worth considering for home use

in the long term.

I have reviewed some netbooks and low-end laptops like the  and

these are worth considering using as a secondary computer for

setups where you have a desktop, “all-in-one” or large laptop

computer. This is where you want a machine that is used by

other members of your household in the kitchen; or simply as

a computer to use while you are travelling.

Based on this, I have written some buyers’ guides for people who

are buying laptop computers[2] or newer printers[3]. These will

come in handy whenever you, your household or the small

business or other small organisation that you are involved with

takes advantage of the big sales that are on between now and

Epiphany (5

th

 January).

The DLNA Home Media Network

I am not forgetting about the DLNA Home Media Network and

have a series of feature articles on this topic. This is becoming

more relevant as more Internet-enabled media devices have

inherent support for this function and nearly all

network-attached storage devices can provide media to these

devices using this standard.

The first article[4] of importance is relevant if you buy any of the

new Samsung or Sony large-screen TVs or an Internet radio,

whereas the second article[5] is relevant when you purchase or

consider purchasing a network-attached storage device/

Gift ideas

A good issue to think of when buying gifts is to be able to work

out a strategy when it comes to buying something that is of

decent quality rather than working to a budget, even if you are

financially constrained. This avoids the recipient using a “use

once throw away” gift or something that is ho-hum. One strategy

would be for two or more individuals or families who all know

what to give to “pool resources” towards buying the gift.

Similarly, vouchers to a favourite merchant can go a long way

towards a good-quality item.

A good pair of headphones would be a must for anyone with

a laptop, netbook, smartphone or portable media player. This is

because the headphones that come with most smartphones or

portable media players are made to a price and don’t yield

good-quality sound and can be fatiguing to use. For laptop users

who use their machines for watching video material; listening to

music and other audio content’; or playing games as a way of

whiling away the long journey, this is a must so they can enjoy

the sound much more.

Similarly, laptop users could benefit from a powered speaker

system which has an integrated power amplifier. This would

come in handy when a large-form laptop is used at home or the

office, especially as a “jukebox”. These same speakers also come

in handy as external speakers for an Internet radio, especially

where you want to seek more from its sound. The speakers must

have “tight” bass and must not “rattle” during the bass notes.

Also, the tenor and treble sound must be clear and

distinguishable. If the speaker system uses a separate powered

subwoofer or bass driver, it must be feasible to adjust the bass

output so you can avoid that “pub jukebox sound” which is too

bass-dominant and can cause listener fatigue.
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As well, look for good-quality laptop luggage, whether as a

“messenger bag”, backpack or satchel. For students, I would

recommend a backpack so they can carry their books and other

paper-based work alongside their laptop and its accessories.

Some of these backpacks can also work well as overnight

/weekend bags which can house a change of clothing and some

toiletries alongside the laptop and its accessories.

Always make sure that the stitching and the fasteners on the

luggage is of good quality. This is more important for backpacks

because the damage can be done more severely if cheap zippers

come away and the bag drops open disgorging its contents

without the owner knowing. A good indicator of quality stitching

and fasteners is how long the manufacturer will warrant the

bag for.

Let’s not forget that computer games, whether for the computer

or the network-capable games consoles, are highly valued my

most computer users as valued gifts. Sometimes you may have to

buy more copies of a game to allow concurrent play on multiple

machines over a network or the Internet. It is also worth knowing

that some games titles that are written for the Windows platform

may also be written to play on a recent Apple Macintosh and you

may have to look for the “Mac” logo to double check this fact

with some titles.

I wish you all a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year,

Simon Mackay
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Product Review–Brother

MFC-9840CDW colour laser

multifunction printer

25/11/2010 13:55

Introduction

I am reviewing the Brother MFC-9840CDW colour laser

multifunction printer which is pitched as a general

high-throughput document “workhorse” for a small to medium

business.

 

[1]

Print Scan Copy Fax /

E-mail Paper Trays Connections Colour Colour Colour Colour

1 x A4 USB Laser Xerographic 2400dpi Super 3G fax Optional

high-capacity A4 tray Ethernet

802.11g WPA2 WPS wireless Auto-Duplex Double-side automatic

document feeder POP3/SMTP email-based fax (T.37) 

Prices

Printer

RRP: $1599

Optional Extras:

High-capacity secondary paper tray: $299

Inks and Toners

Standard High-Capacity Price Pages Price Pages Black $112.95

2000 $171.95 5000 Cyan $131.95 1500 $258.95 4000 Magenta

$131.95 1500 $258.95 4000 Yellow $131.95 1500 $258.95 4000

Servicing Drum Kit $356.95 17000 Belt Kit $179.95 50000 Waste

Toner Kit $29.95 20000 

The printer itself

Network connectivity

This machine can connect to a network using Ethernet cable or

802.11g Wi-Fi wireless. When you enter the WPA-PSK network

password, you can use the numeric keypad to enter it

“SMS-style”. I have tested it on Wi-Fi wireless and it hasn’t “gone

off the radar” on the network even if it goes in to energy-save

mode. Still, I would prefer printers like this one to be connected

to am Ethernet or HomePlug powerline network rather than

using a wireless network.
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User interface

The printer uses a bitmap monochrome display which is backlit

using a white light and it can make the display easier to read. As

well, the typefaces for the display are easy to read even for

people with limited sight. The keyboard is also laid out in

a logical manner and is easy to read.

 

[2]

Control panel

 

[3]

Control panel with LCD display lit — easy to read

Fax functionality and IP-faxing

The unit has regular support for Super G3 colour faxing over the

regular telephone line service to a standard of a business-class

fax machine. This unit can only accept fax documents from the

scanner or a computer which uses the “print-to-fax” driver

supplied by Brother.

It has inherent support for email-based (T.37) IP-fax operation as

well as regular Super G3 colour faxing over phone lines. This is

whether it works as a receiving /transmitting endpoint or as an

“off-ramp” to regular fax machines. Users can enter their

destination email addresses from the control panel by using the

numeric keypad in a manner similar to entering text on a mobile

phone. But, as I have mentioned before in the Brother interview

[4] and an article on IP-based faxing[5], this feature is very hard

to provision and use. The owner needs to establish a separate

email address for best results as well as know the SMTP and

POP3 details for their email service. Also, at the moment, it

doesn’t support any colour “fax-over-email” functionality because

as far as I know, this standard doesn’t have any support for

colour transmissions.

When you fax from the unit, there is twenty buttons for one-touch

dialling but there is also a “shift” key to gain access to a further

twenty fax numbers for one-touch dialling. This also works in

addition to a large “speed-dial” registry for other regularly-used

fax numbers. This registry can also handle email addresses for

T.37-compliant IP-based faxing as an alternative to regular

telephone numbers.

Printing colour photographs from a digital camera

The unit doesn’t have a colour LCD display nor does it have SD

card slots for printing of images from digital-camera cards. But it

uses an up-front USB port which allows you to print images from

PictBridge-enabled digital cameras, camcorders and mobile

phones. The same port can be used to print TIFF, PDF, JPEG and

XPS files from USB memory keys but you would have to know

your desired image’s or document’s file name and where it is on

the USB memory key.

When you print photographs, the pictures come out rather dark

and this may be a consequence when a colour laser printer is

used to do this job on plain paper. It can be good enough when

you need “there-and-then” hard copy of pictures on a digital

camera. As well, like all other multifunction printers you aren’t

able to send pictures by email or fax from the USB slot or

PictBridge.

Scanner and automatic document feeder

The scanner uses a conventional fluorescent lamp to illuminate

the document rather than the LED “bar” used in all of the other

multifunction printers that I have reviewed. This may yield

benefits by providing even lighting for scanning the work but can

be requiring replacement on a regular interval for a busy

machine.

There is a double-sided automatic document feeder but I have

noticed that it has some problems in its use. Here, it can cause

some documents to “buckle” up when they are being turned over

and this behaviour is more so with older documents that are

being scanned. This behaviour is also highlighted with the access

panel at the top of the automatic document feeder “creeping

open” during the duplex cycle. The ADF has a separate slot

where the document partially comes out during the “turnover”

cycle. It is also worth knowing that it takes 17 seconds /page to

scan both sides of a regular office document.

The reason I am paying attention to this is because most

businesses may want to use a double-sided automatic document

feeder to expedite the scanning of documents for electronic

archiving or optical-character-recognition. Similarly, they may

want to use this feature to fax or copy both sides of a document.
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[6]

Duplex automatic document feeder with narrow slot for paper to

emerge when “turned over”

Printing

The printer is very reliable although, because it uses an older

colour-laser print engine, the cost of replacement toner

cartridges is more expensive than the HL-4150 machine that

I reviewed previously.

Another penalty of the older mechanism design is a longer

duplex-print cycle where only one page at a time can be printed

on both sides. Other than that, the printer is very reliable

especially when it comes to large print jobs. Infact I have sent

through a single-side print of a 225-page document then followed

it with the same document printed double-sided and the printer

worked very smoothly.

Limitations and Points of Improvement

For a machine of the price range, it could benefit from a colour

LCD display and could also benefit from a memory card reader

for “ad-hoc” printing from digital camera memory cards. The

automatic documet feeder could do with some improvement for

a high-duty-cycle type especially when it comes to reliability

when doing a double-sided scan of documents printed on

older paper.

It, like most other fax-enabled multifunctions, could have support

for a “fax-from-mixed-source” function where a monochrome or

colour fax job to a single destination could be constructed from

document pages scanned via the automatic document

feeder; document pages scanned directly on the scanner glass

(such as bound or stapled documents and till receipts) and /or

digital images from a digital camera or user-attached flash

storage.

Conclusion and Placement Notes

This multifunction printer does work well if you intend to use it

as a printer for many short-run colour jobs or use it as

a high-traffic high-usage machine and not do much in the way of

archiving older paper documents to electronic form.

The printer could be cheaper to run as far as materials are

concerned if a business expects to buy or specify it for use as the

only document centre for their operations.
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Interview Series–Network

audio and video

24/11/2010 01:29

Introduction

Between the end of October and the beginning of November,

I had a chance to interview people who work with two different

companies that work in the consumer audio-video market and

had noticed some trends concerning this market and its

relevance to the online world.

One main trend was that there was increased focus by

consumer-audio manufacturers who work in the popular

marketplace on delivering DAB+ digital radio equipment rather

than network-connected audio equipment to the Australian

market. This may be because some of these firms need to see this

technology become more popular here and want to have “every

base covered”.

Sony

From my interview with Kate Winney I had observed that Sony

had a strong presence in the connected-TV scene. Here, this was

more concentrated with their newer “main-lounge-area” TVs but

they are providing this functionality on some of their video

peripherals, namely their BD-Live Blu-Ray players.

We agreed that Sony had no Internet radio in its product lineup

although they implement Shoutcast on their high-end

home-theatre receivers like the STR-DA5500ES. But we agreed

that they need to make DAB+ available on their stationary “big

sets” like hi-fi tuners, receivers, home-theatre-in-box systems and

bookshelf audio systems. They are releasing a few DAB+ sets but
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most likely as stereo systems rather than as portables or

components.

I had stressed to Kate about Sony implementing vTuner or

a similar directory-driven service which is implemented in most

Internet radios. This is because most of these services offer

access to the simulcast streams of the government, commercial

and community radio stations broadcasting to local countries

around the world as well as the Internet-only streams of the kind

that Shoutcast offers. It is also because most people who are

interested in Internet radio are likely to want to use it as a way of

enjoying the “local flavour” of another country that is provided

by that country’s regular broadcasters rather than just looking

for offbeat content.

Kate also reckoned that DAB+ digital radio needs to be available

in the dashboard of cars in the new fleet, preferably as standard

equipment or as a “deal-broker” option offered by car dealers for

the technology to become popular. I was also thinking about

whether Sony should offer DAB+ technology as part of the

XPLOD aftermarket car-audio lineup.

Bush Australia

From my interview with Jacqueline Hickman, I had noticed that

Bush are still focused on implementing DAB+ digital radio in

Australia but are using Internet radio as a product differentiator

for their high-end “new-look” sets that are to appeal to

young users

Their market focus for consumer audio is on the “small sets” like

table /clock radios, portable radios, small-form stereo systems

but I have suggested implementing or trying some value-priced

“big sets” as product ideas. This is even though they run some

“main-lounge-area” TVs and digital-TV set-top boxes in their

consumer video lineup.

The ideas I put forward are a DAB+ or DAB+ /Internet-radio

tuner that is for use with existing audio equipment and a FM

/DAB+ (or FM /DAB+ /Internet-radio) CD receiver with optional

speakers. A market that I cited are the mature-aged people who

own “classic hi-fi speakers” from 1960s-1980s that they like the

look and sound of but may want to run them with a simpler

cost-effective component. I had made a reference to the

“casseivers” of the late 70s and early 80s which have an receiver

and cassette deck in one housing and what these units offered.

Jacqui had reckoned that companies like B&O and Bose filled the

market but I have said that some of the companies have gone to

active speakers rather than integrating power amplifiers in the

equipment. As far as the DAB+ tuner is concerned, she

suggested that a person could use a portable DAB+ set and

connect it to the amplifier using an appropriate cable.

I raised the topic of IPTV but Jackie was not sure whether this

will be implemented in any of their TV sets or set-top boxes at

the moment. This sounds like a product class that hasn’t been

properly defined with a particular standard and platform

especially in this market.

Conclusion

It therefore seems to me that there is more interest by

consumer-electronics companies in nurturing the DAB+ digital

radio system and the DVB-T digital TV system because they are

based on established technology and established metaphors; and

appeal more to “Joe Six-Pack” than the Internet-based

technologies.

Also, I had noticed that it takes a long time for all equipment

classes to benefit from a new technology. This is more so with

DAB+ digital radio and, to some extent, Internet radio where the

mains-operated stationary “large sets” like hi-fi equipment and

stereo systems are under-represented.

Considering printing on

A3 in the office

23/11/2010 12:57

Note for North-American readers: The paper size I am talking

about here is the A3 paper size which will be roughly equivalent

in purpose and size to the large “Ledger” paper. Printers capable

of printing on the A3 paper size will be capable of printing on the

“Ledger” paper size.

We are about to see the printer manufactures make cost-effective

network-enabled printers including multifunction units that print

on A3 paper for use by small and medium businesses. Some of

the manufacturers are positioning these machines at the

graphic-arts industries but a few manufacturers, namely

Hewlett-Packard and Brother, are pitching most of these

machines, especially their entry-level A3 machines, at the

general office space in a small or medium business.

Businesses and organisations of this calibre may resist the idea

of using A3 in the general office space due to machine costs but

there are many valid reasons for using this paper size in

this space.

Why consider A3 in the office

General office life

The A3 paper size can come in to its own with spreadsheets and

similar information that is presented for meeting participants to

see during the meeting. Sometimes, it can be easy to use the

computer to prepare a table with some data on to the A3 sheet

but create the space for handwritten information like newer data

or anciliary notes taken during the meeting.

Similarly, graphic works like graphs, charts and diagrams have

more impact once they are printed on an A3 sheet. As well, if the

chart has more detail it benefits from the larger paper size

because people can read the detail more easily.

As well, if you turn out signs using your computer and its

word-processor or desktop-publishing software, the larger paper

size of A3 can allow you to make signs with more impact. Again

this is because of the ability to use larger fonts and make best

use of graphics and stylised text.
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Promoting your organisation

 

[1]

A sign written on A3 paper to promote a community event in

a café

Most organisations can benefit from A3 as a promotional tool

because of its large size. They could make their own signage that

is more eye-catching even when seen from a distance. As well,

they can make A4 booklets with the help of their

desktop-publishing software or even just the printer’s driver.

This can be made more easier if the printer has auto-duplex

capabilities that can work on both sides of A3 sheets.

Real-estate

Real-estate agents can use the A3 paper size for printing out

building plans that they receive so that they themselves and their

customers can read the plans easily.

They can offer “premium treatment” on the shop window for

their premium campaigns by using A3 window cards for

properties that they sell using these campaigns. This will then

attract more customer interest from street traffic for these

properties. As well, most of the real-estate agents become

involved in community-driven promotion efforts and they could

put their A3-capable printers to good use for the community.

Food and Beverage

A restaurant, café, bar or takeaway outlet can make very good

use of the A3 paper size with their promotion efforts as

mentioned during my interview with Heidi Webster from Brother.

For example, the small outlets could promote those food or drink

specials, new menu items or special events on their walls or

windows just like the “big boys”. They can also make use of the

paper size to produce easier-to-read menus that are stuck on

their walls and windows.

Schools, Churches and Similar Organisations

Organisations that undertake educational activities can benefit

from printing to A3 when they make their learning aids. They can

take advantage of using larger text and make best use of stylised

text and graphics in order to make the posters more attractive

and convey the message more effectively. There is also room for

the organisation to insert more detail yet provide for readability

as illustrated above.

If these organisations host events, they can make the A3 paper

size come in handy with signage that is to do with the event. This

is more so with the timetables and schedules that need to be

published or exhibited through the event. They can benefit from

A3 due to being able to include more information or presenting

the information in a larger typeface so more people are able to

read it comfortably.

How to go about it

Dedicated A3-capable printer

A dedicated A3-capable printer may suit your needs better if you

have an A4-capable printer that you use for most of your printing

tasks. These come in two forms: a wide-carriage inkjet printer or

a colour laser printer which can print on A3 or A4.

 

[2]

HP OfficeJet 7000 wide-format printer

The former printer typically looks like a regular inkjet printer

that is “stretched out” lengthways and has a wider carriage that

accommodates the paper. Most of these are pitched at

photographers and graphics-design artists and cheaper versions

often are designed for direct connection. They typically use

photo-optimised inks and these can be expensive to buy

especially for office-based use. An exception to this rule is the 

Hewlett-Packard OfficeJet 7000[3] which I reviewed previously.

This uses the OfficeJet inks which have higher capacity and are

cheaper to run; as well as it being designed to work with

a network.

The latter printer type is simply a network-enabled colour laser

printer that has the ability to print A3 paper. Typically these

machines will have two or more paper drawers which can be set

up to house any size paper up to A3. They are typically positioned

as mid-range colour laser printers that are pitched at larger
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businesses and therefore have a longer duty cycle. They can be

good if you are considering the benefits of colour laser printing

and A3 printing.

A3-capable multifunction printer

Another way to go would be to purchase an A3-capable

multifunction printer which has integrated scanning, copying,

faxing (with some machines) as well as printing. Previously this

class of machine was very expensive and only available to large

businesses in a similar manner to an office copier.

 

[4]

Brother MFC-6490CW A3 inkjet multifunction printer

Now Brother have introduced compact A3-capable inkjet

multifunction printers like the MFC-6490CW[5] which I have

reviewed on this site. They have been pitched at prices most

small businesses can afford but there are cheaper varieties that

can only scan up to A4 paper size. These units may be enough for

the general office space because most documents that exist there

are typically written on A4 or smaller paper. The machines that

have A3 scanners may work better for graphics-arts industries as

well as anyone who has anything to do with the building industry

where there is a likelihood of handling building plans.

I would recommend use of these machines as replacements for

existing multifunction “document-centre” printers rather than as

secondary units.

Conclusion

I would still encourage an established small or medium business

or organisation to consider the A3 paper size as part of their

printing arsenal. This is especially when wanting to use it as

a paper-based promotional or public-relations tool.
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The Beatles now on Apple

iTunes

22/11/2010 01:32

The Beatles come to iTunes at last | Circuit Breaker – CNET

News[1]

My Comments

Ever since the Beatles have come to iTunes, I have had some

concerns about this exclusivity practice. What I fear will happen

is that iTunes and EMI will take advantage of the fact that the

Fab Four have become a major turning point in popular music

and work out ways to gouge the customers.

My first question is whether Apple will extend the exclusive-sale

contract beyond the initial year as agreed and when will

competing download outlets be able to sell this music after the

initial year? This also includes that issue that I had heard about

of late where EMI made it possible for iTunes to charge extra to

the Australian market for the same material.

My second question is whether the material will be available

through iTunes Plus as unprotected MP3 files or as

digitally-constrained files that only work with iTunes and the

iPod /iPhone /iPad hardware families? There has been a lot of

concern about Apple’s digital-rights-management management

constraining playback of content from competing devices like

DLNA-compliant home networks for example. What I would like

to see for the Beatles music is that the content is as MP3 files

that are able to be played on competing smartphones and

personal media players or via the DLNA home media network

even through the period of exclusivity.

I would still be very careful about any period where highly-valued

media is made exclusive to one distribution platform over other

competing platforms and check for issues like useability on

competing devices before committing to it. As well, I am looking

forward to the day when competing online music stores can sell

the Beatles discography.
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Wi-Fi and HomePlug

collaborate on the

smart-grid aspect of the

connected home

16/11/2010 11:14

Articles

WiFi, HomePlug Collaboration Facilitates Interoperability of

Smart Grid Applications - SmartGrid.TMCNET.COM[1]

Wi-Fi, HomePlug Alliances Collaborate On Smart Grid Apps –

InformationWeek.com[2]

Wi-Fi strikes alliance with mains networking tech – The Register

(UK)[3]

From the horse’s mouth

Wi-Fi Alliance® and HomePlug® Powerline Alliance Collaborate

on Connected Smart Home – HomePlug Powerline Alliance[4]

My comments

This news article is certainly placing the two main

“no-new-wires” network technologies that exist in most home

networks as being able to have their place in the “smart-grid”

home-automation and energy-management scenario.

General home-network applications

From what I have read in this article and also from my

experience with handling home networks, the Wi-Fi wireless

technology and the HomePlug powerline technology are

considered as established “no-new-wires” connection methods in

this class of network. This is typified with most network-Internet

“edge” devices being Wi-Fi wireless routers and nearly all

laptops currently in use being equipped with some form of Wi-Fi

technology. As well, most mobile-phone contracts that have been

signed are for phones that are equipped with Wi-Fi technology

alongside the cellular-phone technology.

Similarly, HomePlug AV has been considered as a data transfer

medium for bringing IPTV to the main lounge area. This has

become more so in Europe with the “triple-play” service

providers who are using the home network to distribute TV.

Here, they use a HomePlug AV connection to provide a network

link from the network-Internet “edge” router to an IPTV set-top

box in the lounge area to obviate the need for users to run

Ethernet wiring to achieve the same purpose.

The main benefit of HomePlug is that it makes use of existing AC

wiring including extension cords, which can become data+power

cables. I have talked about this as a preferred solution with

multi-building home networks where it is not worth the cost or

effort to run Cat5 Ethernet cable to an existing outbuilding and

Wi-Fi wireless wouldn’t work well with some buildings like

“quick-assemble” garages or static caravans because of their

metal construction. 

Smart-grid applications

Both technologies would complement each other in the

smart-grid space. 

One main use for Wi-Fi would be smartphones and other

programmable devices as consumer-facing energy monitors.

Here, this application would capitalise on the installed base of

laptops, netbooks, smartphones and tablet computers that have

integrated Wi-Fi functionality as well as the Wi-Fi segment of the

home network rather than having to reinvent the wheel.

As well, once manufacturers work on Wi-Fi chipsets that can

work for a long time on two AA batteries or a regular

“button-cell” watch battery, Wi-Fi could become a “sensor and

control network” in its own right. Here, it could be feasible to

use it as part of wireless movement sensors, thermostatic

radiator valves, wireless room-temperature sensors and the like. 

There is also a subset of the HomePlug technologies being

developed to replace the role of the old X10 home-control system

as data-transfer conduits for AC-wire-based home automation.

This could lead to affordable home-automation systems that work

hand-in-glove with the smart grid. Common application examples

would include the ability to have appliances like washing

machines, dishwashers, and pool-filter pumps come on when the

off-peak tariffs apply or air-conditioners go in to “set-back” but

with the fan running during a high-demand period where the

utility wants to apply “load-shedding” measures.

Similarly, the management of electric-vehicle charging will be

achieved through HomePlug technology as the primary data

conduit for the command-and-control data. This will also be

important for vehicles that are managed as part of a fleet and for

countries that want to make sure that they tax the fuel that is

used by road vehicles ostensible for maintaining the roads.

Conclusion

At least the new “smart-grid” applications are becoming another

area where the dominant “no-new-wires” network technologies

are able to have a foothold in and thus avoid reinventing the

wheel with.
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Product Review–Brother

HL-4150CDN Colour Laser

Printer

16/11/2010 08:13

Introduction

I am reviewing the Brother HL-4150CDN colour laser printer

which is a dedicated printer based on Brother’s latest colour

laser-printing “engine”.

There is a more-expensive “deluxe” variant of this printer

available as the HL-4510CDW and this machine is equipped with

802.11g/n WPS-enabled wireless networking out of the box.

 

[1]

Print Paper Trays Connections Colour 1 x A4 Direct (USB)

Laser Xerographic Manual-feed tray Ethernet network

Auto-Duplex Optional high-capacity A4 tray 

Prices

Printer

RRP: AUD$599

Optional Extras:

High-capacity secondary paper tray: $249

Inks and Toners

Standard High-Capacity Price Pages Price Pages Black $106.95

2000 $179.95 6500 Cyan $106.95 1500 $299.95 6500 Magenta

$106.95 1500 $299.95 6500 Yellow $106.95 1500 $299.95 6500 

Servicing Drum Kit $259.95 25000 Belt Kit $179.95

50000 Waste Toner Kit $29.95 50000 

All prices quoted in Australian Dollars with all taxes inclusive.

The printer itself

The local control console is based around a small LCD

user-interface display which shows approximately how much

toner there is left as well as the printer’s status. There is a group

of buttons used for various functions like walk-up printing, and

print-job management.

 

[2]

Control panel detail

The printer has a USB host port on the front for walk-up printing

from a USB memory key. It can print PDF or XPS documents or

JPEG and TIFF pictures. You have to use the LCD display to

select the document or picture to print from and this can be

difficult if you don’t know it by folder location and filename. This

is something you have to do as soon as you insert the USB

memory key in to the port because it will show the first file in the

list of files that you can print when that happens. This function

could be improved on by providing PictBridge functionality to

print from digital cameras or mobile phones using the camera’s

control surface. 

It also supports “confidential job release” where you can send

the job to the printer but it isn’t printed out unless you are at the

machine. The small keypad makes this function more difficult to

operate because you have to “pick ‘n’ choose” numbers to enter

the document-release password. This could be improved on by

use of the USB HID device class to support the connection of

a keyboard or numeric keypad to the USB port for entering this

password.

Similarly, this same USB port could be used to connect USB flash

storage for print jobs so as to provide increased print-queue

capacity and fail-safe printing; or a Bluetooth radio module to

allow a user to send print jobs from their phone.

The printer would take between 30 and 40 seconds to start

printing even if it went in to a standby mode after a long period

of inactivity.It will take 5 seconds per page for the printer to turn
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out a job, This is even if you use the inbuilt automatic duplexer

where it will “draw in” and print the reverse side of two pages

thus avoiding any time penalty associated with double-side

printing.

The duplex-print functionality has support for a “booklet-print”

function. This is where the printer scales the document so that

two pages fit on each side of the sheet of paper and are

sequenced in a book-like manner. Then the pages will be printed

using the automatic-duplex mechanism. It can work effectively

for documents with up to 6 or 8 pages and comes in to its own

with food-service menus, order-of-service sheets and similar

documents.

If the printer runs out of paper during a print job, it immediately

continues printing from where it has left off once the user puts

new paper in the paper tray and closes that tray. There is no

need to press any button to continue printing.

 

[3]

Toner cartridges on drum-unit “drawer”

In most cases, the printer is easy to service and maintain. The

drum unit works as easy-to-load toner cartridge drawer so you

don’t have to grope inside the machine to change cartridges. may

have to remove drum unit and reach in to machine to remove

jammed paper. There is a drop-down back panel for access to

paper in the duplex mechanism but it can be dropped down for

print jobs where a straight-through paper path is needed like

envelopes.

The standard print-driver software is easy to use for most

job-specification requirements but if you needed to use functions

like Secure Print (confidential job release), you have to go to an

“advanced” window to set these options. One feature that I like is

that if an option is enabled, it is listed in blue on the left side of

the window.

 

[4]

Driver setup screen

Limitations and Points of Improvement

Like most printers on the market, this printer could support

“CD-free” setup, whether through storing the driver set on

flash-memory or using a link to the Internet to download the

drivers. As well, it could have the option to support

“print-to-the-edge” printing for use in running off “full-bleed”

print jobs or printing photographs.

As well, when I talked of the control panel and USB port earlier

in the review, the printer could make better use of the USB port

for activites like PictBridge printing. 

Conclusion and Placement Notes

This is one colour laser printer that I would recommend as

a dedicated short-order /“as-needed” publishing machine for

a small business, church or other similar organisation. It doesn’t

matter whether the organisation has a multifunction inkjet

printer or monochrome laser printer for use with their

ordinary printing needs or not.

Similarly this colour laser printer could come in handy for

organisations who end up printing out “infill copies” of material

that is printed elsewhere due to delays or short-runs or printing

out test-runs of PR material before it is sent out for printing.

The high-capacity toner cartridges and the high-capacity

paper-tray option can then come in to their own when you find

that you do more of these print jobs frequently.

Links

[1] 

http://homenetworking01.info/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/2010–

11-15–002.jpg#utm_source=feed&utm_medium=feed&utm_cam
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Interview Series–Brother

International

15/11/2010 02:14

On Wednesday 3 November, I had been invited by Monique

Haylen from Mint PR to have an interview with staff from

Brother International at their offices in Macquarie Park. The staff

members who I talked to were Heidi Webster (Brand and

Marketing Manager, IT and Office Products) and Stephen

Bennett (Pre-Sales Technical Support Specialist, Network

Printing Solutions). 

I raised some general findings and trends that I have observed in

the industry since writing this site and they may be of interest to

a company like Brother as they develop their products for use in

a home or small-business network. One of the reasons I have put

these findings forward to them is so they can make their

products compete very well in a crowded marketplace.

A3 multifunction inkjet printers

After my review of the Brother MFC-6490CW A3 multifunction

inkjet printer, I thought it might be a good time to delve deeply

into the future developments of these MFCs.

This class of printer is selling well but is popular mainly with

graphic design, CAD and engineering customers who appreciate

working with this paper size for their plans and artwork. The

architect customers especially appreciate the ability to scan and

copy from A3 size mainly as part of submitting their building

plans for government approval. 

Brother wants to see these machines and the A3 page size used

more in the general office space rather than just these vertical

markets. The applications that we were talking of include

printing up of large spreadsheets as well as using this large page

size to turn out promotional material that impresses customers.

Heidi even was thinking of the café that we were having coffee at

and how a café or restaurant could print up menus and “specials”

lists on this page size.

They intend to implement a survey program amongst the people

who have bought the A3 multifunction printers in order to find

out how the printers can be “taken further”.

They looked at the usefulness of A3 scanners in these machines

but these would be of use primarily to the previously-mentioned

vertical markets. They reckon that this function may not see

much use in the general office space and may keep the A3

scanner as a product differentiator for some of their high-end

models. But they have also said that there is still the desire

amongst most users to enlarge material that was originally

printed on A4 and print it on A3 paper.

IP-based faxing

I have raised the issue of Internet-based faxing and email-to-print

applications but this appears to be a very difficult feature to

implement for most small business and home users. This issue is

becoming more real as we move towards IP-driven telephony

setups like the UK’s 21CN project and Australia’s National

Broadband Network that will play havoc with regular fax

technology. This technology is designed for the circuit-based

telephone setups like the “plain old telephone service” or GSM

mobile telephony and Stephen said that businesses who have

moved their telephony infrastructure from the orthodox

analogue-based setups to all-digital setups have had lots of

trouble with their fax systems after the conversion.

The current solution that Brother uses involves the use of T.37

technology which uses regular POP3/SMTP email setups with use

of existing mailboxes but the task of setting this up isn’t simple

for those of us who aren’t very computer-savvy. Heidi and

Stephen raised the idea of implementing a “wizard-driven” setup

experience to establish this functionality. They also raised the

issue of the IP-based telephony projects providing support for

T.38 Internet-fax protocols and I was also thinking of these

projects implementing “bridge” setups to link existing fax

machines and circuit-based phone networks to this packet-based

technology.

The way that they will prepare for the IP-based faxing world

would be to integrate PSTN and IP fax functionality in their

SOHO and SME network printers when they provide fax

functionality.

Implementation of HomePlug powerline networking

technology

I have raised the issue of Brother implementing HomePlug

powerline networking as a network connectivity method for their

printers, like I would do with all the other printer manufacturers

who offer network-enabled printers. This is in order to see this

network-connectivity technology be considered as an additional

or alternative “no-new-wires” connection method. 

There is action on this idea in Japan but they will probably

release it in to a subsequent generation of printers. Stephen has

also raised the issue of connection reliability with Wi-Fi networks

that he has encountered through his work, and this could become

a valid idea.

I have also raised the possibility of printers that are connected to

a wired network being a Wi-Fi access point as an optional

function and they have accepted the idea. This includes the

concept of a secondary or “infill” access point for difficult setups

and I was citing old double-brick houses with extensions,

multi-building setups.
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Sewing machines being linked to the home network

As I know that Brother also have made and do make sewing

machines and similar equipment, I have raised the possibility of

integrating this kind of equipment with the home network. This is

because, from my observations, most households are

implementing home networks whether to provide Internet access

to many computers and devices, or to provide wireless Internet

access to a laptop computer that is moved around the house very

easily. I was targeting this idea at the high-end computerised

sewing /embroidery machines that allow a user to design

embroidery patterns on their regular computer using

manufacturer-supplied software and upload these patterns to the

sewing machine so that it can start working on the pattern.

Most such machines directly connect to the host computer as

a peripheral using a USB cable. But there are people who don’t

want to have the computer, whether a desktop or a laptop unit,

in their sewing room. Even if they do want the computer there,

they would have to create room near the machine for the

computer and this can be very difficult in the midst of a project

with all that cloth, all those craft tools and other bits and pieces.

I told Heidi and Stephen about the Silex Stitch-Link device (

http://www.silexamerica.com/support/other/stitchlink.html[1])

that uses the USB-over-network technology to link sewing

machines to PCs via the Wi-Fi network. Like other

USB-over-network devices, this unit requires the user to install

special software on their computer and make sure that their host

computer “claims” the USB-over-network device in order to

establish the link to the peripheral that is connected to the

device.

They were interested in this idea especially as a way of endowing

more functionality and features to the high-end class of machine.

They also saw this on the premise of “if Brother can

network-enable their printers, why can’t they network-enable

these sewing machines”. I then put forward ideas like integrating

Wi-Fi or HomePlug functionality or simply adding an Ethernet

socket to the machine for use with an optional HomePlug kit or

Wi-Fi client bridge or a simple Ethernet cable.

Conclusion

These issues are likely to help with placing Brother’s position in

the home and small-business network for the main device classes

that it specialises in.

Links

[1] http://www.silexamerica.com/support/other/stitchlink.html

People-tagging of photos–a

valuable aid for dementia

sufferers

13/11/2010 02:44

Facebook started it. Windows Live Photo Gallery has

implemented it since the 2010 version and made it easier with

the 2011 version. 

What is people-tagging

The feature I am talking about here is the ability to attach

a metadata tag that identifies a particular person that appear in

a digital image. These implementations typically have the tag

applied to a specific area of the photo, usually defining the face

or head of the person concerned. It will also become available in

current or up-and-coming versions of other image-management

programs, photo-sharing services, DLNA media servers and

the like.

In the case of DLNA media servers, one of these programs could

scan an image library and make a UPnP AV content-directory

“tree” based on the people featured in one’s photo library. 

Initially the concept, especially the Facebook implementation,

was treated with fear and scorn because of privacy invasion. This

is because this implementation allows the metadata to be related

to particular Facebook Friends and also allows the photo to be

commented on by other Facebook Friends. Now the Windows

Live Photo Gallery application attaches this metadata in

a standardised XML form to the JPEG file like it does with the

description tags and geotags. There is the ability to make a copy

of this file without the metadata for use in posting to Internet

services.

A relevant implementation idea

One key benefit that I would see with this data when

implemented with electronic picture frames, HDTVs and similar

devices is the ability to overlay the tags over the picture when it

is shown. This could be achieved by the user pressing a “display”

or similar button on the device or its remote control. Devices

with touchscreens, stylus-operated tablet screens or other

pointer-driven “absolute” navigation setups could support

a function that shows a “people tag” as you touch areas of

the image.

Benefit to Alzheimers sufferers

Here, this feature could help people who suffer from Alzheimer’s

or other dementia-related illnesses by helping them remember

whom their family members or friends are. If the user is using an

image-management program or DLNA media-server setup

capable of using these tags, they can call up a collection of

images of the person they think of and have those images

appearing on the screen. If the device has

a communications-terminal function like a telephone, one of the

images can be used as an index image to remember the

correspondent by. This function could be extended by the use of

an automatically-updated index image or a screenshow that

shows “key” images of the person.

Improving on the idea

To make this work, there needs to be an industry standard that

defines how the people-tag metadata is stored on the JPEG file.

As well, the standard has to support functions like one or more

separate “nickname” fields for each of the people that can be

displayed as an option. This is because a person may be known to

one or more other people via a nickname or relative-shortcut

name (Mummy, Daddy, Nonna, etc).

Another issue is to encourage users to establish consistency
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whenever they tag up a collection of images. This could be

achieved through “batch-tagging” and /or improved facial

recognition in image-management tools. This may be an issue if

two or more people are tagging images from their own

collections to serve a third collection and they know the people

via different names. 

Conclusion

Once we cut through the hysteria surrounding people-tagging

with digital images and focus on using it as part of desktop

image-management systems rather than social networks, we can

then see it as a tool for helping people remember whom their

loved ones are. 

Faxing and

machine-to-machine

communications in the

IP-based telephony age

12/11/2010 14:25

The new direction for telephony

There is a new direction for telephony that will be affecting

faxing and machine-to-machine communications over the next

few years. It is Voice-over-IP which is regular voice telephony

carried over an Internet-standard network.

This has been used primarily in large-business telephony but is

now becoming a reality with consumers and small organisations.

Initially, this technology was being pitched as a way of saving

money on long-distance calls but is now becoming part of regular

landline telephony.

The main drivers for this direction are the arrival of “naked DSL”

Internet services where the telephone wires are used for DSL

Internet connection and the customer doesn’t pay the incumbent

telephone company for landline telephone service; cable-TV

providers stepping to the fore for providing competitive local

telephony service; and and the arrival of “single-pipe triple-play”

services with multi-channel TV, Internet service and landline

telephony delivered over one physical connection as one service

package. These services are using the VoIP telephony technology

to provide the local landline telephone service.

The next driver that will affect all customers is the national

landline telephone system being moved away from the traditional

circuit-driven setup to a packet-driven Internet-technology setup.

Examples of this are the 21CN project in the United Kingdom

and the National Broadband Network project in Australia. The

advantage of these projects is to reduce the cost of providing

regular voice telephony over short or long distances and to

prepare for improved telephony setups like HD wideband voice

telephony and video telephony. 

The effect on machine-to-machine applications 

This will place a negative effect on machine-to-machine

applications like faxing and monitored-alarm setups which are

the two main applications that are facing consumers and small

organisations. These setups are based on modem-based protocols

that are designed for circuit-switched telephone networks like

the “plain old telephone service”. 

The main effect of this is that the packet-based telephony setups

will cause the protocols used in these applications to go “out of

step” and lead to communication failure. In the case of a fax

machine, the document will either take a long time to go through

to the correspondent or the fax transmission won’t succeed. In

a monitored-alarm setup, the alarm event that is initiated by the

premises-based alarm system will take a long time to register

with the monitoring station or at worst won’t register there at all,

which is a threat to security and safety – the main reason for

these systems in the first place.

Bringing these applications to the IP age

Faxing

The T.37 Fax-over-email solution

Most high-end business-market fax machines are equipped to

work according to the T.37 “fax-over-email” protocol. This is a

“store-and-forward” method that uses regular SMTP and POP3

Internet email protocols to send hardcopy faxes as TIFF-F

(fax-optimised TIFF) image files attached to emails.

This solution requires that the recipient has a T.37-compliant fax

machine or computer which is running an email client and

software for reading TIFF-F files to receive the files. This may be

no mean feat for a general-purpose desktop or laptop computer

hut most smartphones and similar devices won’t have software

that can read TIFF-F files. As well, a person can use a scanner

attached to a general-purpose computer that has software that

can turn out TIFF-F files from the scanner as well as the regular

email client to send hardcopy documents to a T.37 fax machine.

Some T.37-compliant fax machines can be set up to work as

a T.37 – G3 gateway to forward faxes to regular fax machines.

But this requires the sender to send email to an address

formatted as “fax-mailbox@service-domail(FAX#fax_number)”,

which can be difficult with many popular email clients. Here,

these clients may not handle the phone-number data that is held

in parenthesis properly or require the user to “go through hoops”

to support this function when they manage their address book. It

may be easier if the gateway uses a

“international-format-fax-number@fax-gateway.service-domain”

address format.

As well, the technology could support colour or greyscale

photographic images through the use of JPEG or a colour variant

of TIFF-F. This point is raised because of most fax-enabled inkjet

and colour-laser multi-function printers being equipped with the

ability to send and receive colour faxes using the “Super G3”

protocol.
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The T.38 real-time-fax solution

The T.38 protocol has been introduced as a method of providing

“there-and-then” fax transmission over an IP network. At the

moment, it requires a gateway device to be connected to

a regular fax machine at each end of the link. This could be

achieved by the use of a properly-designed VoIP “analogue

telephone adaptor” terminal that becomes a T.38 gateway when

it is connected to a regular fax machine. 

The standard also requires the use of SIP and other call-setup

protocols that are used in VoIP to establish the call. The

destination information would have to be understood by the

gateway picking up the DTMF “touch-tones” from the connected

fax machine.

You can use a single ATA for VoIP and T.38 service, with use of

distinctive ring + CNG fax tone to “wake up” client fax for

incoming calls and use of the CNG fax tone generated by the

connected fax machine to enter T.38 mode. But this would

require separate T.38 service with separate number to be

provisioned for smooth operation. 

Another question is whether a network-enabled fax machine can

become a T.38 fax endpoint machine or not? As well, would the

T.38 protocol support enhanced fax modes like “photo”

resolution or colour faxing.

What can be done

Improved provisioning experience

At the moment, most mid-tier consumer and all business

multifunction printers have regular fax functionality and network

connectivity. As well, some small-business units, especially the

units sold by Brother, have T.37 “fax-over-email” functionality as

part of the function set.

Typically these features are difficult to provision and use for

most home and small-business users. What could be done is to

implement a “wizard-based” user experience for the provisioning

routine and /or, there could be the ability to download an XML

provisioning file from the Internet provider whenever one wants

to set up Internet fax.

As well, the industry could adopt a qualification program for

Internet-fax equipment that requires a unit to achieve certain

requirements such as compliance with known standards before

being able to receive the right to display a particular logo of

compatibility. This could also extend to the use of

service-information files provided by carriers and service

providers so that there is little effort required on the behalf of

the home or small-business customer to set up their Internet fax

service.

Internet fax service as part of a communication service

provider’s arsenal

As far as addresses for T.37 fax services go, there could be the

ability for a subscriber to be provided with a “virtual fax number”

as well as an email address for their T.37 service. This is

a telephone number that a person can dial to send faxes to the

T.37 mailbox from the regular fax machine. Similarly, there could

be support for an SMTP fax-gateway setup that uses a simplified

addressing scheme as I have outlined earlier but uses address

and password protection to authenticate customers and these

would then be related to the “virtual fax number” which is to

show on a regular fax machine’s display and in the fax

transmission reports.

The T.38 real-time-fax service could simply be provided by a VoIP

or triple-play communications provider as a secondary fax-only

number which works with T.38-compliant fax gateways or

endpoints. This could be provided with a T.37-compliant Internet

fax mailbox that can lead to such services as controlled

transmission or reception setups such as “receive all faxes when

you start business” or “transmit international faxes I send on

local morning time”.

Equipment and software design considerations

A network-enabled fax terminal should support both the T.37 and

T.38 network-fax protocols as well as the Super G3 protocols for

circuit-based communications. As well, the setup experience for

these machines should be simplified, preferably wizard-driven

and with service-host interaction, so that people who don’t have

much computer experience can get these machines going for

Internet fax. This can be augmented by support for standardised

XML-based service-manifest files that are downloaded from the

service host. 

The same machines could also support the storage of fax

addresses as regular numbers or Internet-format email addresses

and could simplify the construction of Internet-based fax

addresses for regular number-based addresses based on however

the T.37 fax server expects such addresses to be formed. This

should then simplify the management of the one-touch or

speed-dial address book that is part of the typical fax machine’s

feature set. As well, email software should support the ability to

send and view T.37 fax-over-email messages and support

“sub-addressing” and address construction for T.37 fax gateway

servers.

Monitored alarms

The main method that is being used for adapting an

existing monitored alarm infrastructure to an IP-based

environment is to use a VoIP analogue-telephony-adaptor

terminal that is programmed to be a “virtual modem” endpoint.

Here, the alarm uses the standard modem protocol to signal the

event to the ATA and this device forwards the event message to

the control centre using an industry-standard message packet. 

On the other hand, a network-enabled alarm system could be

connected to the network and sends the event message via its

network interface. This also includes existing systems that are

designed to be future-proof by allowing a network interface kit to

be installed at a later date.
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There will also be the desire to provide this kind of network

integration to this class of device in order to support enhanced

monitoring functionality or building automation. The latter

application would bode well with the “green impetus” in order to

provide functionality such as synchronised control of lighting and

heating /air-conditioning.

Another benefit is that a monitored alarm setup can be upgraded

with new firmware without the need for a technician to visit the

installation. This is in the same way that computers and mobile

phones can be “patched” with software fixes by them connecting

to a server to get the necessary software.

What needs to happen

Customers need to know what to do concerning evolving their

monitored security or safety services to the Internet-driven world

and view it as being important for all such services, not just for

high-perceived-risk installations. As well, any monitored-alarm

equipment that is pitched at the residential or small-business

user has to have inherent IP-based monitoring or have support

for the feature at a later date.

Equipment design considerations

The alarm-system industry needs to provide panels that either

have inherent support for IP-based signalling or can be upgraded

to this function at a minimal cost through its service life. This is

understanding that a typical alarm installation is seen by its

users as a “backbone” device in the same context as

a central-heating boiler or furnace and is therefore expected to

have a service life of at least 10 or more years.

This should mean that a hardware upgrade should be in the form

of a card being installed in to the existing alarm panel or

a software upgrade is provisioned by, at the most, one visit from

a technician.

Conclusion

As telephony systems move towards the packet-driven IP

telephony space, the traditional machine-to-machine applications

that face most users need to be evolved to support the

Internet-based networks. This includes improved in the way

these services are set up so that most people can provision them

in a competitive manner rather than being tied to a particular

carrier or operator.

Colour laser printers–Are

they a luxury or not?

09/11/2010 13:32

I have received two colour laser printers from Brother

International on loan for me to review for this site. These are

able to turn out large runs of high-quality colour documents very

quickly but a lot of mainstream business users are hesitant to

deploy them in the office. They may be used by people in the

publishing sector as another tool for turning out proofs of

publications. As well, larger organisations may provide a single

machine for use by the marketing department for printing up

marketing material. But typically, a lot of businesses limit their

use because of the cost to buy and run these machines. There is

also a fear that employees will use the colour laser printer for

running off party invitations or publication material for their own

school or community effort, rather than to further the needs of

the employer’s business. As well, not many small businesses and

community organisations do consider the purchase of a colour

laser printer even though they may need to turn out larger colour

print runs. Often they end up overworking a colour inkjet

multifunction printer or outsource the job to a printing service

whenever they do a large print run. A key user case for these

printers would be anyone in the real-estate business. This also

includes anyone who specialises in short-term or long-term

property rental. These people would be relying on these kinds of

printers as they turn out many different documents associated

with the sale or rental of a property. But most users could use

these machines for creating “as-needed” colour business

stationery. Similarly, they could be useful for using colour in the

reports and accounts that your business sends out. This could

include preserving colour in your organisation’s logo.

Main benefits

Like its monochrome brethren, the colour laser printers have the

ability to turn out high-quality printouts of documents and

publications in a very quick time. But these units can do the

same thing in colour and can work to a standard for proofing or

short-run multiple-copy publishing. As well, like the monochrome

laser printers, most of these printers can run for a long time

before they need the toner replaced. They are also designed to

handle large amounts of paper thus allowing for long intervals

before you need to replenish the supplies. This also allows the

printers to be considered on a “per page” level as being cheap to

run and is more so with newer equipment.

Drawbacks

One main drawback is that the printers are initially expensive to

buy and the cost to replace parts can mount up considerably. As

well, because the mechanism has to print the four colours for

process printing (cyan, magenta, yellow and black), it is a lot

more complicated and this can be of concern with serviceability

and reliability. Another limitation is that the availability and cost

of special printing media may be limited compared to that for

inkjet printers. This is because of the fact that these units use

heat to “fix” the image to the media and the special media has to

be designed to cope with this situation. In some cases, certain

media like vinyl adhesive stickers wouldn’t be available for this

class of printer due to the use of plastic as a writing media and

also the use of an adhesive in the same media.
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Features to look for

There are certain feature that should be considered essential for

one of these printers, whether as a dedicated printer or as

a multifunction unit. One is for the printer to be able to be

connected to the business’s network via a Cat5 Ethernet “blue

cable” at least. They may also come with an 802.11g or 802.11n

Wi-Fi wireless network that works with WPA2 security and,

preferably, WPS quick-setup. Another is for the printer to have

an integrated auto-duplex mechanism which allows you to print

on both sides of the paper. These should allow the whole of the

paper face to be printed on when printing both sides and

preferably there should be no time penality for doing

double-sided printing. As well, you should be able to buy

a high-capacity paper tray for the unit, whether as standard or as

an optional extra. There should also be the option to buy

high-yield toner cartridges so, with the combination of the

high-capacity paper tray and these cartridges, you don’t have to

attend to the machine frequently.

Conclusion

It is still worth considering putting the colour laser printer in

your printing technology landscape especially if you intend to

turn out a large number of short-run or application-specific

documents. So have a look at the reviews of the Brother

HL-4150CDN[1]colour laser printer and the Brother

MFC-9840CDW[2] colour laser multifunction printer and stay

tuned to this site for more networked colour laser printer

reviews. While you are waiting, any of you can leave comments

after this article about your experiences with buying or using

a colour laser printer.

Links

[1] 

/2010/11/product-reviewbrother-hl-4150cdn-colour-laser-printer/

#utm_source=feed&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=feed

[2] 

/2010/11/product-reviewbrother-mfc-9840cdw-colour-laser-multif

unction-printer/#utm_source=feed&utm_medium=feed&utm_ca

mpaign=feed

The Telstra T-Hub can now

become a fully-fledged

Internet radio

05/11/2010 04:10

News article

Tune into the world with the latest T-Hub software update –

Radio, Software, Global | Telstra Exchange[1]

My comments

Previously, the Telstra T-Hub multipurpose Internet device had

an Internet radio function but this was limited to receiving the

Internet streams of Australian radio stations. Most of us would

think that this is limiting because of radios like the ones

reviewed on this site being able to pick up Internet streams from

overseas radio stations or the fact that we could use vTuner or

Reciva web sites to “tune in to” these streams.

There had been a lot of discussion about this on Telstra’s

“Exchange” website especially as they were about to release new

software for this device, especially with a desire to have this

functionality on board. Now Telstra have answered these calls by

integrating the fully-fledged Internet radio functionality in to the

T-Hub as part of the latest (version 1.10k) firmware update.

Someone raised in response to this article an issue about

whether the Internet-radio service would be counted towards

one’s Internet-traffic limit and there is a fear that it may not be

so for overseas stations. Another key issue that also has to be

resolved would be the quality of service that one gets with

Internet radio because, as from my experience, there are times

where there is increased jitter and latency with Internet radio

stations especially when the station’s home country or we enter

peak Internet-use times.

This news is also of interest to manufacturers, distributors and

users of other multipurpose Internet devices that are intended to

supplant or supplement landline-telephone functionality.

How to update the T-Hub to the latest version

1. Touch the “Settings” icon on the T-Hub’s second home

screen

2. Touch the “Software Updates” icon.

3. Touch “Check for New Software Updates”. This will

identify if the T-Hub is on the latest firmware or whether

there is an available update.

4. If an update is available, touch “Download Now” to start

the update process.

Links

[1] 

http://exchange.telstra.com.au/2010/11/04/tune-into-the-world-wi

th-the-latest-t-hub-software-update/
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